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Suggested Activities

Blackline Master #1

Assemble materials 

principles of 
construction 

Explore 
construction materials 

Make a simple 
construction

Pre-planning 

➤ Assemble a set of the following construction materials for each pair of 
students: 

• toothpicks (50) 

• plasticine (approximately 1/2) 

• heavy manila tag (for reinforcement). 

Session One 

➤ Allow students time to explore and play in pairs with the plasticine and 
toothpicks.  Meet to discuss with pairs of students what they discovered 
about the properties of those materials: 

• What were you able to do with the materials? 

• What was the plasticine useful for? 

• What were the toothpicks useful for? 

• Did you make a strong shape?” 

➤ Ask students to make use of what they found out about the materials, 
to construct either a box-like shape or a rigid pyramid (i.e., does not 
wobble). Ask one half of the class to construct a box (or cube) and the 
other half to construct a pyramid. Allow students sufficient time to work 
and investigate, then call them back into a large group and discuss their 
findings.

➤ Explain to students that the two con-
ditions—a particular shape (either a 
pyramid or a box) and a specific design 
feature (no wobble)—are referred to as 
“criteria.” Explain that criteria are fea-
tures we use for judging whether we 
have been successful at our task.

 Provide pairs of students with 
Checking our structure (Blackline 
Master #1) on ledger-sized paper. 
Together, decide and record 
whether or not their structures 
met the criteria. (May be en-
larged.)

➤ Invite students to make a 
rigid, strong shape. Stu-
dents who initially made 
the pyramid should try to make the 
box. Students who initially created a box should 
make a pyramid. Ask students to use the middle part (structure 
#2) of Blackline Master #1 to judge their new structure. Discuss their 
findings with the whole class. 

Introduce and use
criteria for

construction
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Checking our structure

Structure #1

Is it the proper shape? (check box)

❑ 

❑

Does it wobble?❑ 

❑
Structure #2

Is it the proper shape? (check box)

❑ 

❑

Does it wobble?❑ 

❑Two things I learned about constructing with plasticine and toothpicks are:

1.  ______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

   _______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

   _______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

2.  ______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

   _______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

   _______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Name: ______________________________________________________ 

Blackline Master #1

criteria

Assign new shapes
to construct
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Blackline Master #2

criteria for
the structure

➤  With older students, invite them to answer the sentence seen at the bot-
tom of Blackline Master #1—Two things I learned about constructing 
with plasticine and toothpicks are: 

 1. _____________________________________________________ 

 2. _____________________________________________________ 

Session Two 

➤ Present the challenge by explaining to students that the next structure 
they build must meet three criteria: 

• must be a specific height 7 centimetres 

• must support  a given weight 200 grams 

• must be constructed within a using fewer than 50 toothpicks,
 materials allowance fewer than 10 manilla tags, and 
  placticine in separate lumps 
  that are no larger than the size of 
  green peas 

➤ To help students determine if their structure meets these criteria, provide 
each pair with the following: 

• ruler (for measuring height) 

• small book or other weight of about 200 grams (to be used to test 
supporting weight) 

• green pea (to judge size of plasticine). 

➤ Allow students sufficient time to create their structures, and encourage 
them to pay close attention to whether or 
not they have met the three criteria. 

 With older students, provide each pair 
of students with a copy of Generating 
and testing hypotheses (Blackline 
Master #2).

Indicate
lessons learned

Establish
criteria

Provide tools to
measure requirements

Create and
test structure

attention to detail
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Name: ______________________________________________________ 

Blackline Master #2

Generating and testing hypotheses

We met the criteria:

Our structure stood!
Why? ____________________________________________________________________________________________

 ____________________________________________________________________________________________________

An idea to make it stronger would be _______________________________________________

 ____________________________________________________________________________________________________

Our structure collapsed!Why? ____________________________________________________________________________________________

 ____________________________________________________________________________________________________

To make it stronger we should __________________________________________________________

 ____________________________________________________________________________________________________

Testing: We tried our best thinking

 

It worked! 

It didn’t work.

?

?
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Blackline Master #3

➤ If their structures collapse, ask students to generate a hypothesis to 
explain why, and then test their hypothesis to see whether it makes 
their structure stronger. If their initial structure successfully supports 
the weight, ask students to generate a hypothesis explaining why it did 
so. 

Session Three 

➤ Invite students to share their structures and hypotheses with the whole 
class. With younger students, invite pairs to share their structures, col- 
lapsed or intact, and suggest reasons for the result. Encourage them to 
suggest how to build a stronger structure and list their ideas on a chart 
for future constructions. Such a list might be a good addition to a kinder- 
garten construction centre where students could try to generate and test 
their hypotheses. 

Evaluation

➤ Assess students’ understanding of how to use 
criteria to judge a construction using the first 
criterion on Assessing student constructions 
(Blackline Master #3). The sources of evi-
dence for making this assessment are listed 
below:

• Use responses of the working pairs 
in the class discussion of initial con-
structions, on Checking criteria 
(Blackline Master #1), to assess 
their ability to use the identified 
criteria to judge the stability of 
their construction and to apply 
their learning to their subse-
quent constructions.

• Use responses on section one 
of Generating and testing 
hypotheses (Blackline Mas-
ter #2) to judge students’ ability 
to meet the specific criteria for the task. 

➤ Assess students’ understanding of hypothesis generation and testing 
using the second criterion on Assessing student constructions (Blackline 
Master #3) to judge their ability to analyze, hypothesize and test. The 
sources of evidence and criteria for making this assessment are listed 
below:

• Use individual responses in class discussion and/or responses by 
pairs on Generating and testing hypotheses (Blackline Master #2) 
to assess their ability to analyze their structure and suggest reasons 
for success or suggestions for re-construction.

hypothesis and 
hypothesis testing 
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Name: ______________________________________________________ 

Blackline Master #3

Assessing student constructions

 

Sophisticated 
Extended 

Basic 

Partial 
Pre-recognition

 

understanding 
understanding 

understanding 
recognition

Uses criteria to Uses the criteria to Uses the criteria to Understands the 
Understands what Does not under-

judge/revise 
design and assess assist in building 

criteria and can 
is asked, but does stand what it

structures 
the success of the the structure and use them, with 

not use the criteria means to use

 

structure and to 
may be able to use assistance, in build- in building the 

criteria to build

 

make additional 
one or two to 

ing the structure. structure. 
a structure.

 

improvements. 
assess the success

 

 

of their structure.

Generates and Generates one or Can generate a 
Can generate a 

Makes suggestions Cannot suggest a

tests hypotheses more plausible 
plausible hypo- 

simple hypothesis about the success reason for the

 

hypotheses for the thesis and suggest for the success or or failure of the 
success or failure

 

success or failure and attempt a 
failure of the 

structure that may of the structure.

 

of the structure 
possible test. 

structure. 
not be accurate

 

and designs and 
 

 

or reasonable.

 

completes tests.
Comments:

Self-assess
construction

Share findings
with others

Assess students’
understanding

of criteria

Assess students’
understanding
of hypotheses
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• Use results of pair testing and explanations to the whole group to 
judge students’ ability to design and carry out a test of their hypoth-
esis.

 Reaching the “basic understanding” level on the rubric may be appro- 
priate for early primary students. 

Extension 

➤ Follow up the lesson by reading the story Tar Beach, by Faith Ring- 
gold. 

➤ Ask students to create their own challenges using the same materials 
by setting different criteria for height, weight and materials allowance 
(e.g., How many supplies do they think that they might need?). Invite 
students to consider how they will test the structure’s strength, height, 
and whether it was within the required materials allowance. 

Reference 

Tar Beach by Faith Ringgold (New York: Crown Publishers, 1991).

Create
student-designed

challenges

Read a story
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Checking our structure

Structure #1
Is it the proper shape? (check box)

q q

Does it wobble?

q q

Structure #2
Is it the proper shape? (check box)

q q

Does it wobble?

q q

Two things I learned about constructing with plasticine and toothpicks are:

�.  ______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

   _______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

   _______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

�.  ______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

   _______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

   _______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Name: ______________________________________________________	 Blackline Master #�
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Name: ______________________________________________________	 Blackline Master #�

Generating and testing hypotheses

We met the criteria:

	 q	 q	 q

Our structure stood!

Why? ____________________________________________________________________________________________

 ____________________________________________________________________________________________________

An idea to make it stronger would be _______________________________________________

 ____________________________________________________________________________________________________

Our structure collapsed!

Why? ____________________________________________________________________________________________

 ____________________________________________________________________________________________________

To make it stronger we should __________________________________________________________

 ____________________________________________________________________________________________________

Testing: We tried our best thinking

 It worked! It didn’t work.

?

?
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Name: ______________________________________________________	 Blackline Master #�

Assessing student constructions

	 Sophisticated	 Extended	 Basic	 Partial	 Pre-recognition
	 understanding	 understanding	 understanding	 recognition

Uses	criteria	to	 Uses the criteria to Uses the criteria to Understands the Understands what Does not under-
judge/revise	 design and assess assist in building criteria and can is asked, but does stand what it
structures	 the success of the the structure and use them, with not use the criteria means to use
 structure and to may be able to use assistance, in build- in building the criteria to build
 make additional one or two to ing the structure. structure. a structure.
 improvements. assess the success
  of their structure.

Generates	and	 Generates one or Can generate a Can generate a Makes suggestions Cannot suggest a
tests	hypotheses	 more plausible plausible hypo- simple hypothesis about the success reason for the
 hypotheses for the thesis and suggest for the success or or failure of the success or failure
 success or failure and attempt a failure of the structure that may of the structure.
 of the structure possible test. structure. not be accurate
 and designs and   or reasonable.
 completes tests.

Comments:


